agility sometimes another extreme I commend Phillip G. Armour's Viewpoint "Practical Application of Theoretical Estimation" (June 2011), as I'm always on the lookout for ideas concerning software estimation, even as I ponder my own eternal mantra: "Estimates are always wrong."
I agree with Armour but think he missed an opportunity in his section labeled "Practicing the Theory" to emphasize how agile methods avoid the extremes of compression and relaxation. Relaxation is avoided by breaking traditionally slow-to-deliver projects into small agile pieces, each easily delivered within the related market window. Working with these pieces also serves to avoid compression, since the same number of people can deliver the smaller agile pieces more quickly.
Armour also did say this is all theoretical and that even under the guise of agility companies regularly try to ramp up too many agile pieces too quickly. 
Coming Next Month in COMMUNICATIONS
And the latest news about data breaches, mobile app ecosystems, and solving systems of linear equations.
